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The present article describes a novel fundamental theory for investigating combined fouling by colloids (STXL),
macromolecules, and solute ions (NaCl). Three macromolecules were used for the combined fouling study, bovine serum
albumin (BSA), alginate, and dextran. The presented theory unifies singlet, doublet, and triplet fouling phenomena,
including cake-enhanced osmotic pressure and binary colloidal fouling models, giving rise to the combined flux equation
for three-component fouling assuming a completely mixed fouling layer. The predicted combined flux was compared to
two equivalent fluxes calculated from individual foulant contributions. The strong form of the equivalent flux, known as
the additive flux, was based on a linear superposition of flux decline due to individual foulants. The weak form of
equivalent flux assumed stratification of individual foulant layers and hence a linear superposition of the individual
fouling resistance. A comparison of experimental data and theoretical calculations revealed that the weak form of equivalent
flux and the combined flux that was predicted by the novel theory provided the upper and lower limits, respectively, of the
observed permeate flux. Furthermore, the model simulation results suggested a structural compression of the BSA gel layer,
whereas such a compression did not occur in cases of alginate and dextran. The gel concentrations of alginate and dextran in
the combined fouling layer seemed to be less than those in the macromolecular gel layer.

1. Introduction
With the ever increasing global demands for food, energy, and
water of the 21st century,1 the energy requirement for producing
safe drinking water is of great concern in conjunction with water
quality and scarcity.2,3 Due to the lack of conventional water
resources, the current development of membrane processes employs nontraditional sources such as brackish water and wastewater. In these applications, nanofiltration (NF) has received
scrutinous attention due to its capability of removing multivalent
ions and dissolved organic matter under significantly lower
pressure conditions as opposed to those required for reverse
osmosis. Nevertheless, similarly to other membrane types, NF
membranes are also subject to fouling by colloids, macromolecules, and microorganisms. Fouling inherently reduces membrane
performance while increasing operation and maintenance costs.
Although pretreatment through microfiltration (MF) or ultrafiltration (UF) significantly alleviates NF membrane fouling, it
often provides incomplete rejection of fine materials such as
submicrometer colloids and dissolved organic matter.
The formation of a colloidal cake and organic gel layers on NF
membrane surfaces seriously hampers the filtration efficacy and
often necessitates periodic cleaning. Several approaches for fouling
prevention and minimization have been suggested, such as using
low fouling membrane materials,4-7 improving pretreatment of
(1) Choe, J. C. FEW (Food, Energy, and Water) Resource depletion and the 21st
century economy, in manuscript.
(2) Elimelech, M. J. Wat. Suppl. Res. Technol.;AQUA 2006, 55, 3–10.
(3) Shannon, M. A.; Bohn, P. W.; Elimelech, M.; Georgiadis, J. G.; Mari~nas, B.
J.; Mayes, A. M. Nature 2008, 452, 301–310.
(4) Elimelech, M.; Zhu, X.; Childress, A. E.; Hong, S. J. Membr. Sci. 1997, 127,
101–109.
(5) Kilduff, J.; Mattaraj, S.; Pieracci, J. P.; Belfort, G. Desalination 2000, 132,
133–142.
(6) Kim, I.-C.; Ka, Y.-H.; Park, J.-Y.; Lee, K.-H. J. Ind. Eng. Chem. 2004, 10,
115–121.
(7) Bae, T. H.; Kim, I.-C.; Tak, T. M. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 275, 1–5.
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the feed stream,8-11 optimizing system configurations,12,13 and
employing hybridized systems.14-16 Nevertheless, an integrated
understanding of responsible fouling mechanisms remains in great
demand for developing and applying the control strategies.
Due to the physical, chemical, and biological ramifications of
feedwater from natural and engineered sources, fouling caused by
only one or two types of foulants are (extremely) rare cases in real
treatment systems. The significance of interactions between
foulant species has been recognized in several systematic studies,17-19 thus suggesting that separate fouling analyses by
individual foulant types does not explain complex, multifoulant
filtration behaviors. Moreover, simple superpositions of individual foulant contributions fail to depict the synergistic phenomena when multiple foulants are present.
One example of two-component fouling is colloidal cake formation in reverse osmosis (RO) processes,12,20-26 where the colloidal
cake enhances concentration polarization of salt ions, leading to an
(8) Baggott, S.; Jaffer, A. Desalination 1991, 83, 119–119.
(9) Leiknes, T.; Oedegaard, H.; Myklebust, H. J. Membr. Sci. 2004, 242, 47–55.
(10) Song, W.; Ravindran, V.; Koel, B. E.; Pirbazari, M. J. Membr. Sci. 2004,
241, 143–160.
(11) Ning, R. Y.; Troyer, T. L.; Tominello, R. S. Desalination 2005, 172, 1–6.
(12) Hoek, E. M. V.; Kim, A. S.; Elimelech, M. Environ. Eng. Sci. 2002, 19, 357–372.
(13) Tang, C. Y.; Kwon, Y. N.; Leckie, J. O. J. Membr. Sci. 2007, 290, 86–94.
(14) Kim, J.; Deng, Q.; Benjamin, M. M. Water Res. 2008, 42, 2017–2024.
(15) Shi, W.; Benjamin, M. M. J. Membr. Sci. 2008, 312, 23–33.
(16) Zhang, M.; Li, C.; Benjamin, M. M.; Chang, Y. Environ. Eng. Sci. 2008, 37,
1663–1669.
(17) Potts, D. E.; Ahlert, R. C.; Wang, S. S. Desalination 1981, 36, 235–264.
(18) Dharmapp, H. B.; Verink, J.; Aim, R. B.; Yamamoto, K.; Vigneswaran, S.
J. Membr. Sci. 1992, 65, 173–185.
(19) Foley, G.; Malone, D. M.; MacLoughlin, F. J. Membr. Sci. 1995, 99, 77–88.
(20) Cohen, R. D.; Probstein, R. F. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1986, 114, 194–207.
(21) Hoek, E. M. V.; Elimelech, M. Environ. Eng. Sci. 2003, 37, 5581 –5588.
(22) Lee, S.; Cho, J.; Elimelech, M. J. Membr. Sci. 2005, 262, 27–41.
(23) Li, Q.; Elimelech, M. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 278, 72–82.
(24) Chong, T. H.; Wong, F. S.; Fane, A. G. J. Membr. Sci. 2008, 314, 101–111.
(25) Park, C.; Lee, Y.; Lee, S.; Hong, S. Desalination 2008, 220, 335–344.
(26) Contreras, A.; Kim, A. S.; Li, Q. J. Membr. Sci. 2008, 327, 87–95.
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increased osmotic pressure.27,28 Although the theory of cakeenhanced concentration polarization (CECP)21 adequately describes
the flux decline behavior, it is fundamentally limited to fouling
caused by colloids and solute ions. In reality, most membrane feedwaters contain at least three foulants: colloidal particles, dissolved
organic matter, and salt ions. Furthermore, the filtration behavior of
such feedwaters cannot be adequately described by exisiting theories.
When colloids and dissolved organics are both present in
brackish or saline feedwater, the aggravated flux decline by the
three foulants (i.e., particles, dissolved organics, and salt ions) can
be ascribed to a type of “combined fouling”.22,23 Dichotomous
results have been found in combined fouling studies depending on
the salt rejection of the membrane. When using an NF membrane
of high salt rejection (84.5-86.4%), Lee et al.22 observed that the
combined fouling of silica colloids and natural organic matter
(NOM) caused lower permeate fluxes than what would be caused
by exclusively silica or solely NOM in the presence of salt ions.
However, the permeate flux during combined fouling was higher
in the later stage of filtration than the additive effect of colloidal
and organic fouling. The combined fouling layer provided a higher
salt rejection than that during individual fouling and therefore
seemed to behave as an “active membrane”. On the other hand,
Li and Elimelech23 employed an NF membrane with low salt
rejection (44.0%) and observed that the combined fouling by silica
colloids and Suwannee River humic acid was more severe than the
additive effect of the two foulants. (See section 2.4.1 for details.)
The cake-enhanced osmotic pressure (CEOP)12 did not seem to be
an important factor when utilizing NF membranes with low salt
rejection. Li and Elimelech23 found only insignificant variations in
the measured salt rejection in fouling experiments of either solely
colloids, solely dissolved organics, or a combination of colloids and
dissolved organics. This was believed to be due to the fact that half
of the amount of ions passed through the loose membrane, thus
leading to the solute back-diffusion not being significantly affected
by the presence of the colloids and the dissolved organic matter. In
general, the degree of combined fouling seemed to be dependent
not only on the salt rejection but also on the foulant-foulant
(specifically, colloid-organic) interactions.
In spite of the crucial need for analytic tools, the existing
literature seriously lacks mechanistic models for the fundamental
characterization of combined fouling mechanisms and the prediction of filtration performance. The goal of this study was to
develop a general, integrated model for characterizing combined
fouling that is due to three foulants. A new mechanistic model was
developed, unifying two-component fouling models such as
CEOP/CECP and bidispersed colloidal fouling in addition to
the single-component fouling scenarios. For simplicity, the performed verification of the current theory was, however, focused
on low salt rejection NF membranes, of which the concentration
polarization factor was close to unity.

the permeate flux cannot be fully restored even after aggressive
chemical cleaning.30
Although soluble salt ions cause flux decline through mechanisms (including concentration polarization) that differ from those
of organic and colloidal foulants, the interaction between salt ions
and other foulants is an integral part of the combined fouling
process. For theoretical simplicity, soluble salt ions are discussed
together with organic and colloidal foulants and referred to as a
foulant in this study. Flux declines with one, two, and three
foulants are denoted singlet, doublet, and triplet fouling phenomena, respectively, and mechanisms responsible for the three
fouling scenarios are addressed below.
2.1. Singlet Fouling. Primary mechanisms of flux decline
include colloidal cake formation, dissolved organic macromolecular gel formation, and solute osmotic pressure.
2.1.1. Colloids Alone. Darcy’s law describes the filtration flux
of the colloidal cake formation24,31-35 mechanism (Figure 1a):
υw ¼

ΔP
μðRm þ Rc Þ

ð1Þ

where υw is the permeate flux, ΔP is the applied pressure, μ is the
pure solvent viscosity, and Rm is the membrane resistance.
Equation 1 assumes that the osmotic pressure of colloidal
particles is negligible in comparison to the influence of cake
resistance. Considering a uniform distribution of colloidal particles within the cake layer, the resistance Rc is expressed as
Rc ¼ R^c ðφc Þ δc

ð2Þ

where R^c is the specific cake resistance (i.e., the inverse permeability), δc is the thickness of the colloidal cake layer, and φc is the
cake volume fraction.
2.1.2. Organic Matter Alone. When organic macromolecules
form a gel layer36-40 as depicted in Figure 1b, the subscript “c” of
eqs 1 and 2 can be replaced with “g” for “gel”:
υw ¼
and

ΔP
μðRm þ Rg Þ

Rg ¼ R^g ðjg Þ δg

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

Similarly to the cake resistance of eq 2, the macromolecular gel
resistance Rg (as a function of the gel concentration, jg) is the
product of the specific resistance, R^g, and the gel thickness, δg.
The osmotic pressure of macromolecules is also neglected in eq 3.
(The parameter j is here used to denote the concentration
(volume fraction) of macromolecules, which is different from
the colloidal concentration φ.)
2.1.3. Solute Ions Alone. The osmotic pressure of solute ions
retained on the membrane surface causes a decrease in the net

2. Theory
Membrane fouling can be classified into two categories: reversible
and irreversible. Reversible fouling indicates flux decline due to the
temporal resistant role of foulant materials to water permeation such
as concentration polarization: following pressure release and/or
membrane cleaning, the permeate flux recovers to its initial value.29
Irreversible fouling causes permanent changes to the physical/
chemical properties of the membrane material, for which reason
(27) Guell, C.; Davis, R. H. J. Membr. Sci. 1996, 119, 269–284.
(28) Zhang, Y. P.; Fane, A. G.; Law, A. W. K. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 282, 189–
197.
(29) Mulder, M. Basic Principles of Membrane Technology; Kluwer Academic
Publishers: Boston, 1996.
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(30) American Water Works Association Foundation. Water Treatment
Membrane Processes; McGraw-Hill, Inc.: New York, 1996.
(31) Choe, T. B.; Masse, P.; Verdier, A. J. Membr. Sci. 1986, 26, 1–15.
(32) Ethier, C. R.; Kamm, R. D. J. Membr. Sci. 1989, 43, 19–30.
(33) Tarabaraa, V. V.; Koyuncu, I.; Wiesner, M. R. J. Membr. Sci. 2004, 241,
65–78.
(34) Foley, G. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 274, 38–46.
(35) Mattaraj, S.; Jarusutthirak, C.; Jiraratananon, R. J. Membr. Sci. 2008, 322,
475–483.
(36) Nakao, S.; Nomura, T.; Kimura, S. AIChE J. 1979, 25, 615–622.
(37) Wijmans, J. G.; Nakao, S.; Smolders, C. A. J. Membr. Sci. 1984, 20, 115–
124.
(38) Nakao, S.; Wijmans, J. G.; Smolders, C. A. J. Membr. Sci. 1986, 26, 165–
178.
(39) Denisov, G. A. J. Membr. Sci. 1994, 91, 173–187.
(40) Song, L. J. Membr. Sci. 1998, 144, 173–185.
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transmembrane pressure and thus contributes to the permeate
flux decline:41-43
ΔP -Δπm
υw ¼
ð5Þ
μRm
Here, Δπm is the osmotic pressure difference between the membrane surface and the permeate flow. van’t Hoff’s equation is
employed to calculate the osmotic pressure difference:
ð6Þ
Δπm ¼ Rg TðCm -Cp Þ
where Rg is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Cm and Cp are solute molarities on the membrane
surface and in the permeate stream, respectively.
The transport equation of solute ions in the vicinity of the
membrane surface can be expressed as
DC
þ υw C ¼ υw Cp for 0 < y e δs
ð7Þ
D0
Dy
Here, D0 is the solute diffusivity in free space (i.e., within the bulk
phase), and C(y) is the solute molarity in the CP layer of thickness
δs. The transverse profile of C above the membrane surface is
schematically shown in Figure 1c.
2.2. Doublet Fouling. 2.2.1. Colloids and Solute Ions.
The flux equation for doublet fouling by colloids and solute
ions12,21,24,35 can be written as
ΔP -Δπm, c
ð8Þ
υw ¼
μðRm þ Rc Þ
This relation combines eqs 1 and 5 so as to incorporate colloidal
cake formation and hindered diffusion of solutes through the
colloidal cake. Here, Δπm,c corresponds to the osmotic pressure
difference between the membrane surface (i.e., the cake-membrane interface) and the permeate stream. The transport equation
for solutes has a similar form to that of eq 7:
DC
þ υ w C ¼ υ w Cp
ð9Þ
D0
Dy
with the exception of a hindered diffusivity D0 within the deposit
layer. Assuming the CP layer thickness of solute ions is greater
than or equal to that of the colloidal cake layer, that is, δc e δs,
one can write:


1 -φc
0
for 0 < y e δc
ð10aÞ
D ¼ Dc ¼ D0
τc
¼ D0 for δc < y < δs

ð10bÞ

44-46

of the cake layer, which
where τc is the diffusive tortuosity
accounts for the hindered diffusion through it. (See section 2.3.3
for details.) The integration of eq 9 from the membrane surface
(y = 0) to the top of the solute CP layer (y = δs) yields

υw ¼

δc δs - δc
þ
Dc
D0

 -1

ln

Cm -Cp
ΔCm
¼ kf0 ln
Cf -Cp
ΔCf

ð11Þ

where
ΔCm ¼ Cm -Cp

ð12Þ

(41) Kedem, O.; Katchalsky, A. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1958, 27, 229–246.
(42) Bhattacharjee, S.; Sharma, A.; Bhattacharya, P. K. J. Membr. Sci. 1996,
111, 243–258.
(43) Zhao, Y.; Taylor, J. Desalination 2005, 174, 145–159.
(44) Boudreau, B. P. Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 1996, 60, 3139–3142.
(45) Boudreau, B. P.; Meysman, F. J. R. Geology 2006, 34, 693.
(46) Kim, A. S.; Chen, H. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 279, 129–139.
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Figure 1. Schematics of (a) a colloidal cake layer, (b) a macromolecular gel layer, and (c) a solute concentration polarization layer.

Figure 2. Equivalent ion concentration profiles shown with solid
lines when (a) the solute concentrations on the membrane surface,
Cm, and (b) the thicknesses of concentration polarization, δs, are
assumed to be equal in the presence and absence of the colloidal cake
layer, respectively. The dotted lines indicate the real solute concentration profile with the colloidal cake layer, that is, the constant feed
concentration Cf in the bulk phase (y g δs) and an increasing C(y)
toward the membrane surface due to the concentration polarization.

ΔCf ¼ Cf -Cp

ð13Þ

D0
δs0

ð14Þ

 
τc
δc þ ðδs -δc Þ > δs
Ec

ð15Þ

kf0 ¼
and
δs0 ¼

Here, k0f of eq 14 represents the effective mass transfer coefficient47 of solute ions, which take tortuous paths generated in
the interstitial spaces of the colloidal cake layer and perform
random walk-like movements46 above the cake surface. It is
assumed that the concentration polarization of colloidal particles
above the cake surface does not significantly affect the solute
back-diffusion. In the absence of colloidal particles, the following
convergences are considered: φc f 0+, τc f 1+, and δ0s f δ+
s .
Conceptual experiments of two ideal cases, shown in Figure 2,
explain the effects of a colloidal cake on the permeate flux decline
due to hindered back-diffusion of solute ions. The first case is
demonstrated in Figure 2a and states that if the colloidal cake
layer does not change the solute concentration on the membrane
surface, Cm, the effective thickness of the solute CP layer
δs0 of eq 15 is greater than δs by as much as (τc/ɛc - 1)δc.
(47) Gekas, V.; Hallstrom, B. J. Membr. Sci. 1987, 30, 153–170.
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Consequently, k0f is smaller than kf (= D0/δs). In this scenario, eq
11 indicates that the permeate flux decreases due to the reduced
mass transfer coefficient, k0f (< kf). In the second case, presented
in Figure 2b, assuming that the effective thickness δ0s is equal to δs,
the hindered diffusion enhances the solute concentration
on the membrane surface, which is denoted C0m (>Cm). The
C0m generates a larger osmotic pressure difference and therefore
reduces the permeate flux as implied in eq 8. Both ideal cases
clearly explain the additional flux decline mechanism due to
the hindered solute diffusion within the colloidal cake layer by
assuming an equal solute concentration in Figure 2a and an equal
thickness of concentration polarization layer in Figure 2b.
Conceptual experiments of the two ideal cases indicate that the
cake-enhanced osmotic pressure reduces the permeate flux. Detailed calculations of the solute concentration and the thickness of
the concentration polarization layer are described in sections 2.3.4
and 2.3.5. In reality, the flux decline due to the cake-enhanced
osmotic pressure12 resides between the two ideal cases. Therefore,
to fully address the convoluted phenomena, flux equations from
the osmotic pressure model of eq 8 and the film theory model of
eq 11 need to be coupled using the van’t Hoff equation.
2.2.2. Macromolecules and Solute Ions. The doublet fouling
of macromolecules and solutes, such as protein fouling in reverse
osmosis,48 is a case that can be phenomenologically treated as that
of colloids and solutes. Ion interactions with macromolecules can
be implicitly considered using the gel layer resistance Rg(jg) in the
same way as was represented in section 2.2.1. The flux equation is
in this case written as
ΔP -Δπm, g
υw ¼
ð16Þ
μðRm þ Rg Þ
where Δπm,g indicates the osmotic pressure difference between the
membrane surface (i.e., the gel-membrane interface) and the
permeate stream.
2.2.3. Colloids and Macromolecules: A Binary Suspension.
A feed solution containing colloids and macromolecules can be
considered as a binary particle suspension,27,28,49 and Darcy’s law
for this system is expressed as
ΔP
ð17Þ
υw ¼
μðRm þ Rcg Þ
Here, Rcg is the hydraulic resistance of a combined layer consisting of colloids and macromolecules:
Rcg ¼ R^cg ðφc , jg Þ δcg

ð18Þ

and jg represents the volume fraction of macromolecules in the
interstitial void volume of the colloidal cake layer.
Kim and Ng50 developed a permeability theory for a polydispersed cake layer. An effective radius of a polydispersed
colloidal swarm was fundamentally defined as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Æa3 æ
ð19Þ
aeff ¼
Æaæ
where the brackets indicate an average value. Log-normal and
normal (Gaussian) distributions were used to calculate the
effective radius, assuming that the particles were evenly distributed in spaces. The effective radius of a binary colloidal suspension can be calculated using a binomial distribution of small and
large particles. Kim and Ng’s50 approach was based on the
(48) Mo, H.; Tay, K. G.; Ng, H. Y. J. Membr. Sci. 2008, 315, 28–35.
(49) Hwang, K.-J.; Chou, F.-Y.; Tung, K.-L. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 274, 183–191.
(50) Kim, A. S.; Ng, A. N. L. Desalination 2007, 207, 144–152.
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Figure 3. Cell model of a binary mixture of colloidal particles
(large spheres shown in blue) of radius ap and macromolecules
(small spheres shown in red) of radius am. The combined cake layer
composed of both colloidal particles and macromolecules is
mapped onto a single spherical cell containing a colloid and nm
macromolecules. The cell has a radius of b, and the tangential stress
is free on the surface.55,57

effective radius of a swarm of unequal-sized colloids, and the
current theory considers the same binary-colloidal system as small
particles (macromolecules) filling the interstitial space betweenlarge colloids. Since the two (Kim and Ng’s50 and current) studies
have a common theoretical base of Happel’s cell model, they can
be seen as fundamentally equivalent.
Drag forces exerted on various spherical objects, such as an
isolated solid sphere, a uniformly porous sphere, a composite sphere
(i.e., a solid core with a permeable shell), and a fractal aggregate
formed in the diffusion-limited-cluster-aggregation (DLCA) regime,
have been analytically solved by Stokes,51 Brinkman,52 Masliyah et
al.,53 and Kim and Yuan,54 respectively. Hydraulic permeabilities
(i.e., inverse specific resistances) of swarms of the above-mentioned
spherical objects were explored using the sphere-in-cell model by
Happel,55 Neale et al.,56 and Kim and Yuan.57,58 Kim and Yuan57
modeled a fractal aggregate as a composite sphere and calculated
the specific resistance of an aggregate cake layer formed on the
membrane surface. The tangential-stress-free cell concentrically
encompassed the composite sphere, and the void space within the
cell determined the mean distance between the nearest aggregates.
By equating the radius of the cell with that of the composite sphere
in the previous model,57 it thus becomes possible to mimic the
combined fouling layer as a swarm of composite spheres, on the
surface of which the tangential stress is zero (at r = b).
By employing the concentric spherical cell shown in Figure 3, φc
and jg can be calculated as
ap 3
φc ¼ 3
ð20aÞ
b
jg ¼

nm am 3
b3 -ap 3

ð20bÞ

where nm is the number of macromolecules per colloid in the
combined layer of thickness δcg. Subsequently, the specific
resistance of the combined layer is expressed as
9ΩKY ðR, βÞ
R^cg ðφc , jg Þ ¼
2b2

ð21Þ

(51) Stokes, G. G. Trans. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 1851, 9, 1–106.
(52) Brinkman, H. C. Appl. Sci. Res. 1949, 1, 81–86.
(53) Masliyah, J. H.; Neale, G. H.; Malysa, K.; Ven, T. G. M. V. D. Chem. Eng.
Sci. 1987, 42, 245–253.
(54) Kim, A. S.; Yuan, R. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2005, 285, 627–633.
(55) Happel, J. AIChE J. 1958, 4, 197–201.
(56) Neale, G. H.; Epstein, N.; Nader, W. Chem. Eng. Sci. 1973, 28, 1865–1874.
(57) Kim, A. S.; Yuan, R. J. Membr. Sci. 2005, 249, 89–101.
(58) Kim, A. S.; Yuan, R. J. Membr. Sci. 2006, 286, 260–268.
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where R = ap/(κg)1/2, β = b/(κg)1/2, and κg corresponds to the
permeability of the gel layer represented as
Kg ðjg Þ ¼

2am 2
9jg ΩH ðjg Þ

ð22Þ

and ΩH is Happel’s correction factor:55
ΩH ðφÞ ¼

•
5=3

6 þ 4φ
6 -9φ1=3 þ 9φ5=3 -6φ2

ð23Þ

As stated above, the expression ΩKY is calculated using previous
work57 as a special case:
ΩKY ðR, βÞ ¼ -

AðR, βÞ sinhðΔÞ þ BðR, βÞ cosðΔÞ þ 24Rβ3
EðR, βÞ sinhðΔÞ þ FðR, βÞ cosðΔÞ -108Rβ
ð24Þ

where
AðR, βÞ ¼ ð18 þ 3β2 ÞR3 -3βð18 þ β2 ÞR2 þ ð54 þ 9β2 ÞR þ
6β3 ð2 þ β2 Þ ð25aÞ
BðR, βÞ ¼ -βð18 þ β2 ÞR3 þ ð54 þ 9β2 ÞR2 3βð18 þ β2 ÞR -2β4 ð6 þ β2 Þ ð25bÞ
EðR, βÞ ¼ 27R3 -27R2 β þ 81R -27βð2 þ β2 Þ

ð25cÞ

FðR, βÞ ¼ -9R3 β þ 81R2 -27Rβ þ 9β2 ð6 þ β2 Þ

ð25dÞ

and
Δ ¼ β -R

ð26Þ

2.3. Triplet Fouling. 2.3.1. Individual Aspects of
Three-Foulant Transport. In typical feed solutions filtered with
NF/RO membranes, as many as three foulants (such as colloids,
macromolecules, and solutes) can potentially contribute to at
least individual or most likely combined fouling phenomena.
Each foulant undergoes collective transport, all the while being
influenced by the other two components. Effective transport of a
foulant can be described as follows:
• Particle transport influenced by macromolecules and
solutes.
1. Cake volume fraction φc: Solutes (assumed to
be monovalent and inert) control interparticle
interactions by changing the Debye screening length of the electrostatic double layer
repulsion between colloids, as described in the
Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO)
theory.59,60 It is assumed that this effect can be
phenomenologically described using the cake
volume fraction φc as a modeling parameter.
2. Effective viscosity: The presence of macromolecules can affect colloidal transport above
(59) Derjaguin, B. V.; Landau, L. Acta Physicochim. URSS 1941, 14, 633–662.
(60) Verwey, E. J.; Overbeek, J. T. G. Theory of the Stability of Lyophobic
Colloids; Elsevier: Amsterdam, 1948.
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the membrane surface. Since the number of
macromolecules is much larger than that of
colloidal particles (i.e., nm . 1), it is assumed
that the presence of macromolecules contributes
to the effective viscosity experienced by moving
colloids and hence affects the cake volume fraction φc on the membrane surface.
Macromolecule transport influenced by solutes and
colloids.
1. Gel volume fraction jg: The presence of the solute
ions can modify interactions between macromolecules and influence the local gel structures that
are formed within void spaces of accumulated
colloids. The number of macromolecules in the
interstitial spaces is controlled by macromolecular
interactions to the colloidal swarm that forms a
skeleton of the combined deposit layer.
2. Hindered diffusion: When macromolecules exist in the interstitial spaces of the colloidal cake
layer, colloidal particles play the role of geometrical obstacles to the diffusing macromolecules.
As such, the macromolecules undergo hindered
transport through tortuous paths within the
colloidal swarm. The gel volume fraction, jg,
implicitly encompasses effects of macromolecule-macromolecule and macomolecule-colloid interactions.
Ion transport influenced by macromolecules and colloids.
1. Self-affecting diffusive transport: Solute ions
affect mutual interactions between three types
of pairs, that is, macromolecule-macromolecule, colloid-colloid, and colloid-macromolecule. These ions control the porosity and
structure of the colloidal cake and macromolecular gel layers, within which ions undergo
collective transport. The combined layer plays
a synergetic role of geometrical obstacles in
solute back-diffusion, leading to flux decline
due to the enhanced osmotic pressure.
2. Double diffusive tortuosity τcg: The diffusive
transport of solute ions within the combined
layer is hindered by tortuous structures on
two different scales. While the interstitial voids
among colloids are filled with small macromolecules, solute Brownian motion is hampered by
(a) microscopic tortuous paths formed within
local macromolecular swarms and (b) macroscopic convoluted routes generated among colloidal particles. The mean free path of solute
ions is assumed to be much smaller than interdistances between colloids and macromolecules, and consequently Knudsen diffusion61 is
supposed to be minimal in the ion transport.
The coupled hindrance of solute diffusion in the
combined gel-cake layer is a key factor in
investigating the triplet fouling phenomena to
be modeled using φc and jg. (See section 2.3.3
for details.)

2.3.2. Governing Equations. In the case of the triplet fouling,
the permeate flux is influenced by solute transport through
(61) Knudsen, M. Ann. Phys. 1909, 333, 75–130.
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is the osmotic pressure difference between the bulk phase and the
permeate,
πf ¼ Rg TCf

ð35Þ

is the absolute osmotic pressure of the feed stream, and
Rob ¼ 1 Figure 4. Solute diffusion in (a) a free space, (b) the gel layer,

and (c) the combined gel-cake layer. The diffusive flux along
the length Δy due to the concentration difference ΔC = C2 - C1
is Ji=Di ∂C/∂y=DiΔC/Δy where the subscript i applies to
(a) Da=D0 due to the solute diffusion occurring in a free space,
(b) Db=D0ɛg/τg since the hindered diffusion occurs in the void
space of the gel layer of porosity ɛg when the solutes take
tortuous routes of tortuosity τg, and (c) Dc = Dbɛc/τc = D0ɛgɛc/
τgτc. The gel layer of case (b) can be considered as a uniform
medium through which solutes can perform the diffusive motions
(being hindered as much as D0(1-ɛg/τg)) with the effective diffusivity of Db. The expression of Db is easily extended to
develop that of Dc, which represents the solute diffusion that
is microscopically hindered by a local gel structure of porosity
ɛg and macroscopically hindered by a global cake structure of
porosity ɛc.

the combined layer. This can be represented by combining eqs 8
and 17:
ΔP -Δπm, cg
ð27Þ
υw ¼
μðRm þ Rcg Þ
The solute transport can be written as
DC
D/
þ υw C ¼ υw Cp
Dy
where
D/ ¼

8
>
<

Dcg ¼ D0

>
:D

1 -φc 1 -jg
τc
τg

ð28Þ

if

0 < y < δcg

if

δcg < y < δs

ð29Þ

the meaning of which is described in Figure 4.
The integration of eq 28 from the membrane surface to the top
of the solute CP layer yields
"
# -1
δcg δs -δcg
Cm -Cp
ΔCm
ð30Þ
þ
ln
¼ k/f ln
υw ¼
Dcg
D0
Cf -Cp
ΔCf
where
k/f ¼

D0
δ/s

ð31Þ

and
δ/s

!
τg τc
δcg þ ðδs -δcg Þ > δs
¼
Eg Ec

ð32Þ

The osmotic pressure difference, Δπm,cg, described in eq 27 can,
by using eq 30, be expressed as
Δπm, cg ¼ Rg TΔCm ¼ Rob πf expðυw =k/f Þ ¼ Δπf expðυw =k/f Þ
ð33Þ
where
Δπf ¼ Rob Rg TCf ¼ Rob πf
7820 DOI: 10.1021/la803706n

ð36Þ

is the observed rejection.
Substituting eq 33 into 27 gives
ΔP -Δπf expðυw =k/f Þ
i
υw ¼ h
μ Rm þ R^cg ðφc , jg Þδcg

ð37Þ

which will be solved for υw together with the cake-growth
equation (eq 41 in section 2.3.4). By employing the selfconsistent solution of υw in eq 37, one can calculate the osmotic
pressure difference of eq 33. However, within the scope of the
present study, the focus was placed on permeate flux modeling,
the results of which can be directly compared to experimental
observations.
2.3.3. Diffusive Tortuosity. The manner in which the
structure of the porous medium affects the tracer diffusion has
been a century-long scientific question. Maxwell62 developed the
tortuosity expression as a function of the volume fraction φ of the
porous medium through which inert solutes are transported
under the influence of an electric field, i.e.,
1
τ ¼1 þ φ
2

ð38Þ

Much later, by fitting a plethora of experimental results,
Boudreau developed an empirical correlation:44,45

!

0

Cp
Cf

ð34Þ

τ ¼ 1 -ln E2

ð39Þ

where ɛ = 1 - φ. By successfully incorporating the diffusive
tortuosity46 into the filtration theory, one can explain the flux
decline behavior as due to CEOP or CECP. The concept
of diffusive tortuosity describing the hindered Brownian
diffusion assumes that the interstitial spaces between colloidal
particles are large enough for solute ions to carry out a local
Brownian motion, undergoing intermittent collisions to colloidal
surfaces.
Boudreau’s tortuosity equation (eq 39) is a unified version of
independent correlations suggested by several researchers. In the
present study, the decision was made to use Maxwell’s equation
(eq 38) which was developed using fundamental electromagnetic
theory. Equation 10a implies that solute ions (of which diffusivity is
D0 in the bulk phase) have fewer interstitial spaces in the colloidal
cake layer of porosity, 1 - φc, and so undergo tortuosity τc due to
the colloidal particles playing roles of geometrical obstacles. As a
result, the effective diffusivity of solutes is D0 = D0 (1 - φc) /τc. If
the interstitial spaces of a colloidal cake are partially filled with
small macromolecules, then the effective diffusivity must be estimated as D* = D0 (1 - jg) /τg = D0[(1 - jg) /τg][(1 - φc) /τc]
as illustrated in Figure 4. Here, the hindered diffusivity within the
combined layer of eq 29 is compared to that in the colloidal cake
layer of eq 10a. Assuming that φc and jg are small enough, the
(62) Maxwell, J. C. Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism; Dover: New York,
1881.
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weight factor of δcg in the first term of eq 32 can, neglecting coupled
terms, be approximated as
þ 12 φc

τg τc 1
¼
Eg Ec
1 -φc

þ 12 jg

þ 12 ðφc

1
1
þ jg Þ τcg
∼
≈
1 -jg
Ecg
1 -ðφc þ jg Þ

where
δcg, 0 ¼

ð40Þ

where ɛcg (= 1 - φc - jg) is the porosity of the combined layer
composed of colloids and macromolecules and τcg (= 1 + (φc +
jg)/2) is the combined diffusive tortuosity. The linear analysis of
eq 40 may deviate from the true depiction of complex hindered
diffusion within a closely packed combined layer. Nevertheless, it
explains the combined effects of macromolecules and colloids on
solute back-diffusion.
2.3.4. Dead-End Filtration Modeling. Modeling of transient
dead-end filtration phenomena provides a good fundamental
insight to the initial stage of crossflow filtration.25,63 To investigate the performance of dead-end filtration with three foulants,
the following assumptions were made:
1. The CP layers of colloids, macromolecules, and
solutes form almost instantaneously at the beginning
of the filtration; the influence of colloidal and macromolecular CP layers on the permeate flux is negligible, especially once the combined layer is formed.
2. Colloids are assumed to be uniformly distributed in
the combined layer, as are macromolecules in the
voids among the deposited colloids.
3. The growth of colloidal cake and macromolecular gel
layers is the slowest process governing the rate of the
permeate flux decline; the solute ions are, during
dead-end filtration, assumed to reside in a (quasi or
dynamic) equilibrium state; the transient variation of
the ion concentration, ∂C/∂t, is negligible.
When following the above-mentioned assumptions, the mass
transport from the bulk phase to the membrane surface can, when
considering only the transient increase in the combined cake
thickness, δcg, be described as follows:
h
i dδ
cg
¼ ðφf þ jf Þυw
ð41Þ
φc þ jg -ðφf þ jf Þ
dt

Rm
R^cg ðφc , jg Þ þ Δπf =μDcg

ð46Þ

ΔP -Δπf
μRm

ð47Þ

φc þ jg -ðφf þ jf Þ
φ f þ jf

ð48Þ

υw0 ¼
and
Ψcg ¼

Assuming that the cake growth starts at t = 0, that is, δcg = 0, the
solution of eq 45 is derived as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ð49Þ
δcg ðtÞ ¼ δcg, 0
1 þ ωcg t - 1
where
ωcg ¼

ð42Þ

This implies that δs ≈ δcg and provides
Dcg
k/f =
δcg

υw0
υw ðtÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ ωcg t

ð43Þ
where
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ð52aÞ

φf f 0

ð52bÞ

φc f 0

ð52cÞ

lim

no colloids

ωcg f

2 υw0
Ψg δg, 0

jg -jf
jf
Rm
δg, 0 ¼
^
Rg ðjg Þ þ Δπf =μDg
Ψg ¼

where J ( υw/kf*) is assumed to be less than one, which is
equivalent to ΔCm/ΔCf < e1 = 2.72.64 Substituting eq 41 into
eq 33 using eq 44 yields

(63) Hong, S.; Faibish, R. S.; Elimelech, M. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1997, 196,
267–277.
(64) Kim, A. S.; Chen, H.; Yuan, R. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2006, 303, 243–249.

ap f 0

Then ωcg can be simplified to
ωg ¼

ð45Þ

ð51Þ

thus indicating that the transient behavior of the normalized flux
(i.e., the permeate flux at a given time, t, divided by υw0 of eq 47) is
solely controlled by the single parameter ωcg that characterizes the
triplet fouling mechanisms.
2.3.5. Revisiting Pair-Combined Fouling. Macromolecules and Solutes. Flux decline due to the doublet fouling of
macromolecules and solutes can be readily analyzed by considering a special case of section 2.3.4. In the absence of colloidal
particles, the following limits are assumed:

In the second step, Taylor’s expansion is utilized to linearlize
eq 33:
1
ð44Þ
eJ ≈ 1 þ J þ J 2 þ :::
2!

dδcg
δcg dδcg
υw0
þ
¼
dt
δcg, 0 dt
Ψcg

ð50Þ

One should note that ωcg has a frequency dimension and that δcg,0
represents the characteristic thickness of the combined cake layer.
Based on eqs 41 and 49, the permeate flux can be calculated as a
function of time:

To simultaneously solve eq 37 and 41 for, respectively, υw and
δcg, it is first assumed from eq 32 that
δs - δcg , δcg

2 υw0
Ψcg δcg, 0

R^g ðjg Þ ¼
and

Dg ¼

lim

no colloids

9jg ΩH ðjg Þ
2am 2
Dcg ¼ D0

1 -jg
τg

ð53Þ

ð54Þ
ð55Þ

ð56Þ
ð57Þ

Colloids and Solutes. When doublet fouling from colloids
and solutes is the main flux decline mechanism, ωcg for this
special case can be obtained by, respectively, replacing the
DOI: 10.1021/la803706n
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subscripts “g”, am, and j in eqs 53-57 by the subscripts “c”, ap,
and φ such that
ωc ¼

2 υw0
Ψc δc, 0

ð58Þ

φc -φf
φf

ð59Þ

ΔP -Δπm, c
ΔP -Δπeq
¼ μðRm þ Rc þ Rg Þ ¼
þ
w
υeq
υc

where
Ψc ¼

Here, the sum of the osmotic pressure of colloidal and organic
fouling is subtracted by Δπf due to the contribution of the feed
concentration counting double in Δπm,c and Δπm,g. Subsequently,
eq 64 is rewritten as

ΔP -Δπm, g ΔP -Δπf
υg
υw0
or

Rm
δc, 0 ¼
^
Rc ðφc Þ þ Δπf =μDc

ð60Þ

9φ ΩH ðφ Þ
R^c ðφc Þ ¼ c 2 c
2ap

ð61Þ

1
Rc Rg Rf
¼
þ
υweq υc υg υw0

"
# -1
ΔP -Δπm, c
Δπm, g -Δπf
¼ 1Rc ¼
ΔP -Δπeq
ΔP -Δπm, c

ð62Þ

2.4. Calculating the Equivalent Flux. The combined fouling flux predicted by the triplet fouling model can be compared to
two forms (strong and weak) of the equivalent flux inferred from
the linear superposition of contributions from the individual
colloidal and organic foulants. Here, fluxes during colloidal,
organic, and combined fouling are designated as υc, υg, and υcg,
and correspond to eqs 8, 16, and 17, respectively.
2.4.1. Strong Form of the Equivalent Flux. According to Lee
et al.22 and Li and Elimelech,23 the strong form of the equivalent
flux was originally proposed as
υseq ¼ υw0  ðυw0  υc Þ  ðυw0  υg Þ ¼ υc þ υg  υw0  υadd

ð63Þ

This form is in the following referred to as the “additive flux”,
since two fouling mechanisms are superimposed by summing the
flux decline caused by each. The additive flux provides good
insight into how two individual fouling phenomena are associated. However, this expression is limited to the condition υc +
υg > υw0, otherwise the strong form of eq 63, υseq, reaches zero as
shown by the experiment of Lee et al.22
2.4.2. Weak Form of the Equivalent Flux. Since all the
experiments performed by Lee et al.22 and Li and Elimelech23
were conducted under constant pressure, an investigation concerning the variation of the hydraulic resistance with respect to
filtration time provides a more meaningful quantitative analysis
as opposed to that of the flux for the superposition analysis. In
this light, we propose a new equivalent flux of “weak form” based
on the resistance-in-series model integrated with the osmotic
pressure model:
υweq 

ΔP -Δπm, eq
μReq

ð64Þ

In eq 64, the total equivalent resistance is written as
Req ¼ Rm þ Rc þ Rg

ð65Þ

and the equivalent osmotic pressure is proposed as
Δπm, eq ¼ Δπm, c þ Δπm, g -Δπf
7822 DOI: 10.1021/la803706n

ð66Þ

ð68Þ

where

and
1 -φc
Dc ¼ D0
τc

ð67Þ

"
# -1
ΔP -Δπm, g
Δπm, c -Δπf
Rg ¼
¼ 1ΔP -Δπeq
ΔP -Δπm, g

Rf ¼



Δπm, c þ Δπm, g -2Δπf -1
ΔP -Δπf
¼ 1ΔP -Δπeq
ΔP -Δπf

ð69aÞ

ð69bÞ

ð69cÞ

The osmotic pressure differences in eq 69a can be roughly
estimated by van’t Hoff’s equation, as
Δπm, c ∼ Δπm, g ¼ ðβ þ Rob ÞRg TCf ¼ ðβ þ Rob Þπf

ð70Þ

where
β ¼

Cm -Cf
Cf

ð71Þ

On the basis of eqs 34 and 70, eq 69a can be approximated as:
π f 1 þ ð2β þ Rob Þ^
π f ¼ 1 þ β^
π f 2 Þ ð72aÞ
Rc ≈ 1 þ β^
π f þ Oð^
Rg ≈ Rc
Rf ≈ 1 þ 2β^
πf

ð72bÞ
π f þ Oð^
1 þ ð2β þ Rob Þ^
π f ¼ 1 þ 2β^
π f 2 Þ ð72cÞ

where π̂f = πf/ΔP. One should note that the effect of the observed
rejection, Rob, is included only in the second order terms of
eq 72.
Finally, the weak form of the equivalent flux can be calculated as
!
1
1
1
1
β^
πf
¼
þ ð73Þ
ð1 þ β^
πf Þ vweq
vc vg vw0
vw0
This assumes that the degrees of concentration polarization in
colloidal and organic fouling are of similar values and that the
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feed osmotic pressure is much smaller than the transmembrane
pressure. In a typical NF/RO operation, the concentration on the
membrane surface is controlled so as not to exceed twice the feed
concentration, that is, β e 1. For a low concentration of solute
ions in feedwater, βπ̂f is usually negligible and eq 73 consequently
becomes
1
1
1
1
¼ þ υweq υc υg υw0

ð74Þ

By neglecting the osmotic pressure effects of solute ions due to the
low salt rejection of the NF membrane, υw
eq of eq 74 provides the
maximum value of the weak form of the equivalent flux. The
validity of eq 74 can be mathematically verified as follows: If
colloidal and organic fouling phenomena are negligible, so υc and
υg reach υw0, so does υw
eq. On the other hand, if υc or υg is close to
zero due to very severe fouling, the right-hand side of eq 74
diverges, indicating that υw
eq in the left-hand side converges to zero.
For clarity, the following new terminology is used in the
remainder of the paper. The weak form of the equivalent flux is
referred to as the “equivalent resistance flux” (ERF) of eq 74, while
the strong form refers to the additive flux of eq 63. Furthermore,
the combined flux refers to the permeate flux of combined fouling
due to colloids and macromolecules in a NaCl solution.

3. Materials and Methods
NF Membrane. A thin-film composite NF membrane was
used (NF270, FilmTec Corp., Minneapolis, MN) for the deadend filtration. Membrane samples were cut to 76 mm in diameter
and stored in (regularly replaced) deionized water at 4 C.
According to streaming potential measurements using an electrokinetic analyzer (Zeta CAD, CAD Instrumentation, Les Essarts le
Roi, France), the membrane zeta potential was determined to be
-23.6 ( 1.5. The measurements were conducted under solution
conditions similar to those used in the dead-end filtration experiments in the absence of macromolecules and colloids.
Model Foulants. Bovine serum albumin (BSA), sodium alginate derived from brown algae, and dextran from Leuconostoc
mesenteroides (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were used as model
organic foulants, and their molecular weights were ∼66, 6-10,
and 9-11 kDa, respectively. Stock solutions were prepared by
dissolving the powered organic compounds in deionized water
through vigorous mixing and were then stored in clean glass
bottles at 4 C in the dark. Commercial colloidal silica, SnowtexXL (ST-XL, Nissan Chemical America Corp., Houston, TX), was
utilized as the model colloidal foulant. The surface zeta potential
and hydrodynamic diameter of the model foulants were characterized by electrophoretic mobility measurements and dynamic
light scattering (DLS) analysis using a Zetasizer Nano ZS instrument (Malvern Instruments, Westborough, MA), as listed in
Table 1. Detailed conditions can be found elsewhere.65
Dead-End Filtration Experiments. Fouling and chemical
cleaning experiments were conducted in a bench-scale dead-end
filtration system depicted schematically in Figure 5. The experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere.66 Three stainless steel
reservoirs were used for the three respective stages of the experiment (compaction, conditioning, and fouling). During the compaction stage, the stirred cell was filled with deionized water and
the membrane was compacted at 130 psi for 2 h or until the
permeate flux stabilized. Next, an electrolyte solution of 10 mM
NaCl was added to the cell from the corresponding reservoir.
Membranes were conditioned in the background electrolyte
solution with stirring, and for a minimum of 2 h it was verified
(65) Harris, A. E. M.S. Dissertation, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Rice
University, 2008.
(66) Li, Q.; Elimelech, M. Environ. Eng. Sci. 2004, 38, 4683–4693.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the dead-end filtration unit.
that the membrane demonstrated a proper salt rejection. All
membrane pieces were tested for permeability and salt rejection
during the compaction and conditioning stage, and only those
displaying permeability and salt rejection results within a narrow
range of target values were used for the fouling experiments. Prior
to the start of the fouling phase, the initial permeate flux was
adjusted to 22.0 ( 2 μm/s for all experiments, with the applied
pressure used to obtain this flux ranging from 90-110 psi. After
equilibration of the membrane with the electrolyte solution and a
constant flux was established, stirring was terminated, and a flow
from the third reservoir containing the foulant solution was
initiated. The fouling phase lasted for 3 h. A majority of the
experiments were repeated multiple times, and the results were
generally reproducible.

4. Results and Discussion
Three macromolecules (i.e., BSA, alginate, and dextran) were
used for the combined fouling experiments with STXL as a model
colloid. The flux decline behaviors during the dead-ended filtration of feed streams containing either solely colloids, solely
macromolecules, or a combination of both colloids and macromolecules in 10 mM NaCl solutions were observed, and the
results are presented in Figures 6-8. In order to compare
the theoretical prediction and experimental observations, the
volume fractions of colloidal cake, φc, and macromolecular gel
layers, jg, were calculated according to the best fits to the
measured fluxes. For further simulations, the foulant properties
and experimental conditions listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively,
were employed. In this study, the primary focus was placed on
developing a phenomenological model to understand multicomponent fouling behavior using measured fluxes of individual
fouling experiments and a predicted flux of the completely mixed
fouling (structures). The detailed structure of the fouling layer is
currently under examination by microscopic imaging (TEM,
transmission electron microscopy) and will be reported in a
separate publication.
4.1. Doublet Fouling of Colloids-Alone in NaCl Solution.
The flux decline behavior of the case concerning solely STXL is
shown with hollow square symbols in Figure 6. An excellent
agreement was achieved when comparing theoretical analysis and
experimental observations using a random packing ratio of φc =
0.64.67-69 In general, provided that there is a strong repulsion
between colloids, this repulsive force reduces the hydrodynamic
(67) Scott, G. D. Nature 1960, 188, 908–909.
(68) Onoda, G. Y.; Liniger, E. G. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1990, 64, 2727–2730.
(69) O’Hern, C.; Langer, S.; Liu, A.; Nagel, S. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2002, 88,
075507–1.
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Figure 6. Flux decline behaviors for cases of colloids (STXL)-alone, macromolecules (BSA)-alone, additive fouling (of short-term and longterm), equivalent resistance fouling, and combined fouling in 10-2 mM NaCl solutions. The volume fraction of the STXL cake layer was
chosen as the random close packing ratio of φc = 0.64, and those of the BSA gel layer were fitted to jg = 0.32 and 0.39 for the initial and later
stages of filtration, respectively. The permeate fluxes of the additive and equivalent resistance fouling were calculated using eqs 63 and 74,
respectively, and the calculation of theoretical combined flux utilized φc = 0.64 and jg = 0.32, respectively.
Table 1. Physical Properties and Feed Conditions of Four Foulantsa

-5

feed volume fraction (10 )
hydrodynamic radius (nm)
zeta potential (mV)
solid density (g/cm3)

silica

BSA

alginate

dextran

4.35
30.4
-37.9 ( 0.4
2.3

2.00
2.56
-20.7 ( 0.9
(∼) 1.0

2.00
3.45
-45.0 ( 1.2
(∼) 1.0

2.00
2.16
-7.2 ( 1.5
(∼) 1.0

a
The mass concentration of silica was 100 mg/L, and that of the three organic foulants was 20 mg/L. (The solid densities of the macromolecules were
assumed to be approximately equal to that of water.)

Table 2. Experimental Conditions Used for the Simulations
NaCl feed concentration
NaCl diffusivity
membrane resistance
water viscosity
initial flux

Cf = 0.01 M
D0 = 1.611  10-9 m2/s
Rm = 1.98  1013 m-1
μ = 1.0  10-3 kg/m 3 s
υw0 = 22.0 μm/s

drag forces that push particles down to the membrane surface.70
On the other hand, in a case where the van der Waals attraction
is dominant, the colloidal cake structure is locally clumped and
less dense than the random close-packing structure. Similar
phenomena can occur if hydrodynamic drag forces cause a fast
deposition of colloids on the membrane surface71 as a result
of colloidal particles not easily finding the energetically most
nested locations during the dynamic deposition process. The
fitted volume fraction, φc = 0.64, indicates that the behavior
of the STXL particles was similar to that of noninteracting,
equal-sized hard spheres in terms of their packing behavior.
(70) Kim, A. S.; Hoek, E. M. V. Environ. Eng. Sci. 2002, 19, 373–386.
(71) Chen, J. C.; Elimelech, M.; Kim, A. S. J. Membr. Sci. 2005, 255, 291–305.
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In this case, the electrostatic double layer repulsion due to
the colloidal zeta potential ζ = -37.90 mV seemed to be
screened out by the van der Waals attraction at the ionic
strength Cf = 10-2 M NaCl. (For comparison, the flux decline
of the STXL-alone case (hollow squares) is also given in
Figures 7 and 8.)
4.2. Doublet fouling of Macromolecules-Alone in NaCl
Solution. According to Figure 6, the transient flux decline
behavior of BSA-alone demonstrated a gradual variation of the
gel volume fraction. During the first hour of filtration, the model
prediction (short-dashed line) with jg = 0.32 agreed well with the
experimental observation (circular symbols); however, after 2 h of
filtration, jg = 0.39 (long-dashed line) presented a better description of the transient behavior. This suggests that the BSA-gel
structure was continuously compressed due to softness and/or
eccentricity of the BSA molecules.72
On the other hand, the transient flux decline behaviors of the
alginate-alone (Figure 7) and dextran-alone (Figure 8) fit well
(72) Champagine, M. J. Polym. Sci. 1957, 23, 863–869.
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Figure 7. Flux decline behaviors for the cases of colloids (STXL)-alone, macromolecules (alginate)-alone, additive fouling, equivalent
resistance fouling, and combined fouling in 10-2 mM NaCl solutions. The volume fractions of the STXL cake and alginate gel layers were
fitted as φc = 0.64 and jg = 0.35, respectively. The theoretical fluxes of the additive and equivalent resistance fouling were calculated using eqs
63 and 74, respectively.

when constant values of, respectively, jg = 0.35 and 0.23 were
employed (cf. the short-dashed line and circular symbols in
Figures 7 and 8). Alginate and dextran gels did not appear to
undergo any (noticeable) structural compression in the course of
gel formation and growth.
4.3. Triplet Fouling of Colloids and Macromolecules in
NaCl Solution: Combined Fouling. 4.3.1. STXL-BSA.
Additive Flux. As demonstrated in Figure 6, the flux prediction
of the additive fouling (dot-dashed line) with φc = 0.64 and jg =
0.32 reasonably mimicked the experimental results (hollow triangles) during the first hour but underestimated the measurements
after the second hour. In the later stage, the experimental additive
flux (hollow triangles) became lower than the experimental
combined flux (cross symbols). Consequently, the fitted value
of jg = 0.32 better represented the initial stage of the experimental additive flux (hollow triangles) and the later stage of the
experimental combined flux (cross symbols).
Equivalent Resistance Flux (ERF). The equivalent resistance flux (ERF) has a rigorous form of eq 73, which requires the
evaluation of βπ̂f. In the performed experiments, the feed osmotic
pressure, πf, was below 5 psi, and the applied pressure was
approximately about 100 psi (see section 3 for details). As a
result, the dimensionless π̂f was of the order of O(10-2). Since the
loose NF membrane utilized for the dead-end filtration had a low
salt rejection, it was assumed that the β value was close to 1. In this
case, βπ̂f = O(1)O(10-2) , 1 led to the use of eq 74, which
provided the maximum limit of eq 73. In Figure 6, the solid line
indicates the theoretical ERF calculated according to fitted results
from the STXL-alone (φc = 0.64) and BSA-alone (jg = 0.32)
cases; the solid triangular symbols show the experimental
ERF computed with the measured fluxes. The gradual deviation
Langmuir 2009, 25(14), 7815–7827

between experimental (solid triangules) and theoretical (solid line)
ERFs stems from the BSA gel compression from jg = 0.32
to 0.39.
Combined Flux. A prediction of the theoretical combined flux
of eq 51 requires the previously determined values of φc and jg.
Since the combined layer was a denser binary mixture in comparison to the cake and gel layers in general,73 the combined flux was
lower than the ERF (both in theory and in the experiments of the
current study). The theoretical prediction of the combined flux
(double-dot-dashed line) in Figure 6 consistently underestimated
the measured flux (cross symbols) of the combined STXL-BSA
fouling during the first 2 h of filtration. This indicates that the
actual (specific) resistance of the formed STXL-BSA layer was
less than that predicted by the current theory using φc = 0.64 and
jg = 0.32. The STXL particles and BSA molecules needed not be
instantaneously mixed with each other when the STXL particles
formed the first few deposit layers on the membrane surface.
STXL particles, which were larger and heavier than the BSA
molecules, could be more rapidly deposited, and the BSA molecules could gradually penetrate into and fill local interstitial gaps
of the STXL-cake layer. Due to the small void fraction of 36%
within the colloidal cake, the penetration of the macromolecules
was a limiting factor governing the initial rate of the permeate flux
decline. The gel concentration within the combined layer could
vary as the filtration proceeded due to macromolecular penetration as well as structural compression. In the later stage of the
combined fouling shown in Figure 6, the theoretical prediction
and experimental observations of combined fluxes agreed well
with each other, implying that the local gel structure in the
(73) Visscher, W. M.; Bolsterli, M. Nature 1972, 239, 504–507.
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Figure 8. Flux decline behaviors for the cases of colloids (STXL)-alone, macromolecules (dextran)-alone, additive fouling, equivalent
resistance fouling, and combined fouling in 10-2 mM NaCl solutions. The volume fractions of the STXL cake and dextran gel layers were
fitted as φc = 0.64 and jg = 0.23, respectively. The permeate fluxes of the additive and equivalent resistance fouling were calculated using eqs
63 and 74, respectively.

interstitial spaces of the STXL-cake became incompressible and
therefore generated a quasi-constant specific resistance. The
colloidal particles, approximately 103 times more voluminous
than the macromolecules, provided a geometrically confined
environment to the BSA particles and induced only a minute
compression of local gel structures.
4.3.2. Alginate-STXL and Dextran-STXL. Additive
Flux. As shown in Figure 7, the theoretical additive flux (dashdotted line) of STXL-alginate fouling displayed a better match
with the experimental observations (hollow triangles) as opposed
to the STXL-BSA case of Figure 6. This was due to the fitted
constant of the alginate gel volume fraction, jg = 0.35, accurately
predicting the macromolecular doublet fouling phenomena. It
should be noted that the (theoretical and experimental) additive
fluxes, shown in Figure 7, were consistently lower than the
measured combined flux (cross symbols). This phenomenon is
not an indication that a mixture of two foulants mitigated the
combined fouling but rather suggests that the additive flux could
be approximately used to predict the combined fouling phenomena only at the initial stage.
Equivalent Resistance Flux. Relative to the STXL-BSA
system of Figure 6, Figure 7 displays good agreement between
the theoretical (solid line) and experimental (solid triangles) ERF
results, thus confirming the solidity of the alginate and dextran gel
layers.
Combined Flux. The theoretical (solid line) and experimental
(solid triangles) ERFs of Figure 7 exceeded the experimental
combined flux (cross symbols) which was consistently greater than
the theoretical combined flux (double-dot-dashed line).
The definition of the ERF in eq 74 assumes a fouling layer where
the macromolecular gel and colloidal cake layers are simply
7826 DOI: 10.1021/la803706n

superimposed (i.e., vertically stratified). The proximity of
the experimental combined flux to the ERF indicates that
the resultant resistance of the combined layer was similar to the
linear sum of gel and cake resistances (see eq 65). It should be noted
again that the current theory for the combined flux prediction
assumes that the gel and cake layers were completely mixed. In
other words, the volume fraction of colloids-alone in the combined
layer was kept as 0.64, and the gel volume fraction in the interstitial
spaces between colloids was identical to that of the macromoleculealone cases. The noticeable underestimation of the theoretical
combined flux in Figure 7 indicates therefore that the actual
structure of the combined layer was unlike that of complete mixing
but more like the spacial superposition of gel and cake layers.
In terms of additive, equivalent resistance, and combined
fluxes, Figure 8 shows very similar trends to Figure 7. The fitted
value of the dextran gel volume fraction, jg = 0.23, provided
slightly higher fluxes than those shown in Figure 8.
4.4. Comparative Analysis. The analyses of the combined
fouling shown in Figures 6-8 followed procedures of
1. numerical fitting of jg and φc using measured fluxes
of macromolecules-alone and colloids-alone cases in
10 mM NaCl solutions using eq 51 with eqs 53 and 58,
respectively,
2. calculation of experimental and theoretical ERFs
using eq 74, and
3. prediction of the combined flux using eq 51 with eq 50.
In steps 2 and 3, the fitted values of φc and jg obtained in step 1
were utilized to predict the equivalent and combined fluxes. The
measured combined fluxes in Figures 6-8 fell between the
equivalent resistance and combined fluxes predicted by the
Langmuir 2009, 25(14), 7815–7827
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current theory. The measured combined flux of the STXL-BSA
system (Figure 6) was predicted well by the theoretical combined
flux at the later stage of the dead-end filtration; and the
theoretical ERFs of STXL-alginate (of Figure 7) and STXLdextran (Figure 8) provided a better foretelling of the experimental combined fluxes.
Using the theoretical equivalent resistance and combined fluxes,
it is possible to predict the minimum and maximum of the
measured combined fluxes at a given time t during filtration.
The degree of closeness of the actual combined flux to the
theoretical equivalent resistance or combined flux still remains
unpredictable, which stems from interactions between colloids and
macromolecules. A recent experimental study26 demonstrated that
BSA is able to adsorb on the surfaces of STXL particles, whereas
alginate and dextran behave relatively similarly to hard spheres.
The BSA adsorption contributes directly by increasing the BSA gel
volume fraction, jg, and indirectly by affecting the structural
compression of the measured combined layer.
Figures 7 and 8 indicate that structures of combined STXLalginate and STXL-dextran layers differed from a completely
mixed bicomponent mixture. Note that the theoretical ERF
assumed the linear superposition of gel and cake resistances.
Recent experiments showed no strong interparticle interactions between alginate and STXL nor between dextran and
STXL.26 The discrepancy between the measured combined
flux and the theoretical ERF in Figures 7 and 8 suggested that
the real volume fractions of alginate and dextran within the
combined layer were lower than those of the fitted values, that
is, jg = 0.35 and 0.23, respectively. Due to interactions
between alginate/dextran and STXL, the distribution of STXL
particles in the combined cake layer might also differ from that
of the STXL-alone case. One should note that the theoretical
combined flux is always less than its measured counterpart.
Interactions between macromolecules and hard-sphere-like
colloids mainly control the combined flux.

unify singlet fouling due to individual foulants, doublet fouling
due to paired foulants, and triplet fouling due to a mixture of the
three foulants and included a cake-enhanced osmotic pressure
model and a resistance-in-series model for binary suspensions (as
a special case of polydispersed suspensions). The hydrodynamic
model for a swarm of composite spheres,57 that is, monodispersed
solid spheres covered with a uniformly porous shell, was employed to predict the specific resistance of the combined layer (i.e.,
a colloidal cake layer whose interstitial space was filled with
macromolecules).
Volume fractions of colloidal cake and macromolecular
gel layers in NaCl solutions, that is, φc and jg, were obtained
by fitting of dead-end filtration data and were utilized to predict
the combined flux decline. The theory primarily assumes a
complete and instantaneous mixing of colloids and macromolecules. Diffusive tortuosity of the combined layer was calculated
as a product of those of the colloidal cake and gel layer alone.
The equivalent flux was categorized into strong and weak forms,
referring to the additive flux originally proposed by Lee et al.22
and Li and Elimelech23 and the ERF corresponding to the
superposition of colloidal and gel resistances, respectively.
The internal structure of the colloidal (STXL) cake layer
appeared to be a random close packing with the specific volume
fraction of 0.64. The dead-end filtration of BSA pointed at the
fact that BSA-gel layer became gradually compressed as the
filtration proceeded while no compression effects were shown
in dead-end filtration of alginate or dextran. The additive flux
provided a reasonable prediction of the combined flux only at
the beginning of the filtration and became noticeably lower
than the measured combined flux after 2 h. The ERF (of eq 51)
and the combined flux (eq 74) provided the upper and lower limits
of the measured combined flux. The internal structure of
the combined fouling layer, influenced by pair interactions
between various foulants, existed amidst completely mixed and
vertically stratified phases of colloidal cake and macromolecular
gel layers.

5. Conclusions
A novel theory based on the sphere-in-cell model was developed to analyze the combined fouling of colloids, macromolecules, and solute ions. The current model rendered it possible to
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